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Assignment Brief 

Spaces to places Within a series of up to 12 photographs, explore a landscape, or a small part 

of a landscape, which you believe to have some kind of significance. The objective of this 

assignment is to engage with the question of how a ‘space’ becomes a ‘place’.  

Your project should  

Put into practice the idea that a ‘place’ is a constructed, subjective term that, for whatever 

reason (political, industrial, mythological, environmental), is imposed upon, or becomes 

associated with, a particular ‘space’. This may be a very specific location, or it may be a more 

generic type of space.You’re free to approach this project with whatever strategy you feel is 

appropriate to your subject matter.  

Introduce your work with a supporting text (around 500 words), as in previous assignments.  

                                           Assignment Three Written Work 

“Psychogeography is the point at which Psychology and Geography collide, a means of 

exploring the behavioural impact of an urban place.” Psychogeography - Merlin Coverley  

How does a space become a place and can you distinguish the idea of how they differ? 

My understanding is that the physical and psychological definition of how a space becomes a 

place is undoubtedly linked by the inhabitants. A backstreet deli could be an empty place at 

night, or it could be the beating heart of the fox community keeping them fed through the rubbish

bins and supporting many more generations. A battered and lonely seafront could be a place 

which some avoid, or it could be a time capsule of memories for an elderly couple remembering 

the times they spent with their children on the beach. 

The definition of a place truly comes alive for the people, by the people. Without it, without any 

type of colonisation, devoid of insects, plants or life; it would quite simply be just, a space.  

Indeed the dictionary definition of space is “ continuous area or expanse which is free, available, 

or unoccupied.” 

For Assignment Three I have explored the psychogeography and character of the seafront by 

capturing Snippets, broken conversations of people passing by overlaid across an image of the 

bay. This assignment became about much more, the changing landscape of humanity and the 

role of conversation in the modern day especially in regards to the lack of small talk and 

conversation with strangers. 
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How did you choose your idea for Assignment Three? 

Ironically the assignment began after studying Sophie Calle. I wrote on 

my learning log about her unnerving project turned addiction of how she 

stalked a man on his holiday through the streets of Venice. When I 

arrived at the seafront to take photos of people, I couldn't. I felt I was 

intruding on their personal lives. I put my camera down.This became a 

moment of serendipity as without my camera I returned to my other 

passion, writing. 

"Oh, I couldn’t believe it when…" 

 I swirled around as a couple went by but they were already out of 

earshot. What couldn't they believe? I had to resign myself to the fact I 

would never know. That burst of curiosity and gripping urge to know  the

unknown became my personal project which I called Snippets. These 

fragmented pieces of conversation were rarely complete as they were 

bursts, starts or ends of a longer piece of discourse. I sat listening and 

curious by my observations I scribbled down on paper what I could 

hear. It was a challenge, the people walked so fast and the seafront 

was filled with sound. 

What was your process for capturing Snippets? 

I wrote down all of the words of passers-by in the space of ten minutes. 

I felt ten minutes was long enough. I was inspired by Georges Perec - 

An Attempt at Exhausting a Place in Paris (1975) who documented 

everything that happened in a place in Paris over two days. Had I 

known Snippets would be my assignment I would have captured one 

every week.Though the sea is unpredictable and I've captured a variety 

of weathers and seasons. A cold day equals no people which you can 

see with the lack of text on the more grey days. I  captured Snippets 

around town but decided to focus on the small area of the seafront. I 

used my iPhone to add to the journalistic feel. 

Why did you choose your personal project for Assignment Three? 

I wanted to explore the character and psychogeography of an area and 

remembered my Snippets project. Everything came together. In 

psychogeography, one can circle a place on a map and explore 

everywhere inside that circle. I chose a circle on the seafront, I felt like 

Roald Dahls Big Friendly Giant waving a net and catching the words 

(not dreams) of others. A space becomes a place because of the 

people and here it is those people who reveal the psychogeography 

(PsyG) of the area. The assignment used PsyG as a foundation yet 

metamorphosed into an exploration of the people using their words to 

describe the area. themselves and also the way in which the area is 

used. Ice creams, boat trips, they all conjure an image of the place.  

1.

1. Suite Vénitienne by Sophie Calle who's 
unorthodox approach partly inspired this 
assignment.  

2 Georges Perec - An Attempt at 
Exhausting a Place in Paris' I undertook a 
similar experiment on the seafront. The 
transcript is included on page 

2.
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The people are a dominant aspect, if not the focus, yet your project 
is mostly physically devoid of people. Why is this? 

I didn’t want them to have a physical presence, they were to appear only 

as fleeting words. We are all passing by through life and here I’ve 

captured the echoes left behind. 

All of the words are broken and ambigious. Doesn't this make it hard 
to obtain any meaning? 

That is the beauty of the series. Each viewer will discover a different 

story.The words captured are not complete sentences, that would almost 

like being given the answer book to the stories of the seafront. In Rebecca

Solnit 'A Field Guide to Getting Lost' in which she explores what lost 

means in the modern day, she quoted J.Robert Oppenheimer who said 

said, "scientists live always at the edge of mystery - the boundary of the 

unknown' ,Solint added, "but they transform the unknown into the known, 

haul it in like fisherman; artists get you out in the dark sea' 

So your intention is for the viewer to find their own stories and 
answers in the Snippets? 

The stories of my Snippets do not become known, only a small part, like a 

paleontologist, uncovering the skull of a Pachycephalosaurus and 

allowing her imagination to fill in the gaps of what lies beneath the soil. It 

is a detective story, I am the journalist capturing these snippets but 

remaining at a distance merely writing the words, the viewer is the 

detective and the people are the suspects or innocent bystanders. The 

people unknowingly describe themselves. In that respect, they almost 

become the artist. Humanity playing out through these images. Each 

viewer will discover a different story and fill in the gaps. 

Some are humorous, some nonchalant, some mere comments, 

arguments but all give an insight into the person and the area in which 

they inhabit.  

How do the words reveal the psychogeography of the area? Isn't 
psychogeography usually referring to walking or exploring an area? 

That's very true! Yet a quote stays with me, “Psychogeography is the 

point at which Psychology and Geography collide, a means of exploring 

the behavioural impact of an urban place.” Psychogeography - by Merlin 

Coverley. Whilst others would capture images of a journey, I captured the 

words of others on such journeys.  Psychogeography is such an 

ambiguous subject, there appears to be no clear definition much as in the 

way my assignment is, neither has a definite answer or description. 

Ironically theories and attempts to understand psychogeography branch 

off in many directions and theories similar to the paths the Flaneur takes. 

It's almost humourous, just as we explore new places from a map, whilst 

trying to understand psychogeography we set off on such an exploration.  

1.

1. A Field Guide to Getting Lost - There is 
no subject too obscure or distant, Solnit 
takes you on a journey jumping from 
survival stories of those who have lost their 
way to the Wintu (Native Americans) and 
he loss of their language jumping to the 
solitary feeling of walking through an 
abandoned hospital. 
Poignantly the viewer becomes lost in her 
work as she talks about what it means to 
be lost. 

Psychogeography - Merlin Coverely - a 
fascinating read. It would appear 
psychogeography is something different to 
each person just as the way art is.  

2. Ed Ruscha - at a glance, beautuful 
landscape with words embody a 
motivational quote as though 
strewna across social media. The image 
and the words don’t match, it clashes and 
grates, beauty and violence, together 
seemingly beautiful yet fractured. It makes 
the viewer ask ‘why?” “what is the violence’

2.



Words are an essential part of Snippets, how did you approach 
the typography aspect? 

My tutor has an interest in typography and we discussed it in great 

detail. I researched John Kippin and on my learning log wrote how 

the words and presentation of the words is an echo of the photo, 

such as the word 'hidden' which dissipates into the landscape the 

way the derelict plane featured will. See figure 2. I explored the use 

of simple unemotive text versus more personalised typography such

as handwriting in James Smolka's ' Falling Sickness'  I also wrote 

blog entries about Bergin and Willie Doherty and his use of 

captions. Adobe Caslon Pro Regular felt reminiscent of the 

comforting feeling of an old paperback. Yet as much as I liked it it 

didn't fit in with the theme, the typography needed to convey the 

feeling of people passing by, almost like a timelapse.  

Why did you choose to use your own handwriting? 

The font for Assignment Three seemed sterile, it wasn’t connecting 

with me. There was no emotional connection, people were to be the 

focus but it was too detached, drawn away from the action like 

mechanical soldiers walking, devoid of emotion. I used my apple 

pencil on the Ipad with the app Procreate and wrote down the 

Snippets by hand. Instantly I knew I didn’t need to try any more 

fonts. These words transformed, they captured the emotional 

connection on a personal level that I was seeking. An energy the 

fonts couldn't capture. It also reflected how I captured the Snippets 

in the first place, scribbling them on a scrap piece of paper, Without 

the stoic sterile straight lines my handwriting rose and fell emulating 

the movement of the people and in turn the sea. I considered letting 

the words cross over but that was too ambiguous.   

I chose to write in white as I felt the words lifted themselves from the

path. The words also show the pace of walking and with it a sense 

of how the beauty of life is missed with everyone focused on the 

next task wanting things and not allowing themselves to appreciate 

what they have and be mindful. With those people, only brief words 

are captured. Yet the elongated snippets are of those taking the 

time to enjoy and savour life. Though one was an activist who 

targeted me with an armageddon ridden speech that tainted the day 

with sad inevitable truth.  

Procreate saves a timelapse of your work and I was able to watch 

the words appear almost like footfalls of people. I included the video 

alongside the photos with a song I composed myself.  

1.

2.

3.

1. Chloe Halstead - Experimenting with 
different fonts Assignment Three. 
Vietnamese versus English. 

2. John Kippin. - Hidden. 
  
3. James Smolka; Falling Sickness, featuring 
images and letters from people with epilepsy. 
The photos of the sufferers are taken by 
Smolka but what is so personal are the 
accompanied scanned images of the letters 
the subjects wrote. The two images together 
seem such a contrast, the writing and the 
letters show the emotion and the pain of the 
sufferers.
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The words act like the flow of people on the path, was this a 
conscious decision? 

It was quite spontaneous in many ways. I took the photo of the 

seafront and in my mind could see the words overlaid. I 

experimented where the text should go but I knew my first decision 

was the right one, the text on the pavement echoing the footfall of 

people. 

My tutor suggested replacing the text with another language such 

as  Vietnamese. I wasn't quite sure what effect would come of it but 

I was pleasantly surprised. To a non Vietnamese speaker, the 

meaning of the words was taken away and they became cloaked in 

mystery. The words took on their own characters, flitting past, I felt 

because the viewer's mind wasn't focused on the actual words and 

meanings themselves they became free to explore different aspects

of the text. 

Yet the idea was to show how a space becomes a place and I felt 

the words should be in English just as I had heard. It would be 

interesting to create different Snippets with multiple languages. 

Something to be thought of in the future. It brought to mind the 

quote by the writer and artist Barbara Casavacchia "When...you're 

no longer surrounded by your native language you're unable to 

express yourself...the Eigenschriften series employs a language 

that doesn't belong to any culture - or perhaps it belongs to all 

cultures. 

I chose the text to broken up by an ellipsis to add to the disjointed 

feeling of words trailing off. I nearly called the project Ellipsis but 

decided Snippets related more physically to the capture of the 

words as though cut out of the very sky. 

1.

2.

3.

1. Chloe Halstead - Testing which pen setting 
to use. I chose studio pen which I use for all 
my digital drawings.  

2. Chloe Halstead - The dark weather drove 
everyone but myself away. I was the only one 
able to witness such beauty, 
  
3. Chloe Halstead - The assignment came 
together when I used my own handwriting. In 
hind sight I couldn't imagine using anything 
else. 
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Do you believe Snippets has succeeded in showing the 
psychogeography of the seafront? 

I do, I fell in love with this project, the way the words of the people 

capture the feeling of the place. Without the image could you guess the 

weather, the season? Through the chosen discourse of the people (be 

it about ice creams or muttering about the cold) even the time of day 

can be identified and with it a picture is created, the psychogeography 

of the area is revealed. After all, we British love nothing more than 

discussing the weather. 

More than that it brought to life the sad reality of the modern day, in the 

past there was a time when we would chat to our postman and 

milkman, where we'd greet strangers in the street or comment on the 

weather or the well being of others. We would wish them a good day. 

No such words are here, whilst people talk to others it is always those 

who are part of their group or their family, I can't recall a single instance

when small talk was upheld with a stranger. Perhaps a moment or two 

on the seafront but it was obsolete in town. It's a sad fact to accept but 

whilst most of us talk every day to family, friends and strangers, it is 

never verbal, more so in the form of tweets, statuses and social media 

I feel like setting up a social experiment. Online we might see 

someone's hat and say "Oh nice hat! Where did you get that from." Yet 

how often would we walk up to a stranger on the street and say such a 

thing? We hide behind our safety nets which are our phones and social 

media, a place where people can't see us, where we don't risk (as 

much) being rejected or burn up with embarrassment at talking to a 

stranger. Whenever I'm in a queue or on a bench I will mostly strike 

up conversation with older people, usually very old people. I can't seem 

to talk to someone by own age though. Perhaps my next project will be 

called Small Talk. 

Finally, were you to undertake this project again how might you 
do it differently? 

I would have included more of myself in the images, we are in our own 

heads all day and they are filled with thoughts. Speaking from a 

personal opinion my head is flooded with thoughts and ideas, musings, 

random descriptions and similes. I enjoy the works of Roni Horn, 

Edelands and Rebecca Solnit, I'm intrigued by books that echo my own 

mind frantically speaking everything as the thoughts arise. Another 

Water (see figure 2)  feels as though it was written with no breaks, as 

though singing a song in a single breath. I would like to find myself in 

landscape in a future Assignment. I appeared in my own mind in As 

Two but I would like to document my thoughts in some way. Perhaps 

as a different path filled with my own response to the landscape and 

the people going by 

1.

3.

1  - Barbara Casavecchia - 
Eingenschriften "I delete the original 
words in order to save what a aspire to 
Silence, which transcends language." 

2 - Roni Horn - Another Water - Tiny 
numbers speckled across the images of 
the River Thames relate to footnotes, a 
bar of white, like a river side path filled 
with Horn's thoughts. I'm drawn to the 
style of writing, it reminds me of 
Edgelands and the beautiful prose, I'm 
intrigued by books that echo my own 
mind frantically speaking everything as 
the thoughts arise. It feels as though it 
was written with no breaks, as though 
singing a song in a single breath. It is a 
mirror of the river she follows.  

3. Richard Long - Something so simple 
as being on a blue background is visually 
beautiful, gives a pleasant feeling as you 
connect the images to the background 
and sum up the words.

2.
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Typography Study 
Choosing the text
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Typography Study - choosing the layout 
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Typography Study - Choosing the font 
  

1.Adobe Caslon Pro Regular. 
This feels reminiscent of the comforting feeling of an old paperback, 
the text is simple and unemotive but the worlds they capture far from 
it.

4. Adobe Garamound 

The slanting appearance gives the impression of people walking 
fast. But also like a letter from the days of Jane Austen whereas the 
idea is to capture the urban environment of people of the 21st 
century.

2. Athleas Italics 
The slanted italic text gives a feeling of motion, the people rushing 
by. 

3.Diwan Thuluth Regular 

At first I thought I’d spelt everything incorrectly and was dreading re 
writing the entire text. Then I saw this font merges all the words 
together, whilst disorientating to read it does replicate the flow of 
people and words.

g
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Typography Study - Font Experimentation  

1.

2.

3.
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I tore an article from my art magazine and it made me 

think of the Snippets. The way the words are disjointed 

yet you can still piece together words and with it stories. 

Though it is mostly created in the mind.   I pondered 

cutting up the photos so they became Snippets in a 

Snippet but I felt that lost the timelapse feeling.  
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A man in a black jacket is taking a panorama on his phone of the bay.  
Seagull looking about inquisitively on the green.  
Light streams like mist through the clouds  
Pigeons take flight suddenly and return to the lake.  
Two people walk their dog on the beach. The dog rolls in a patch of sand and jumps up at the owner. Too far 
away to make out the breed. A small dog.  
Sun illuminates the whole beach saturating the colours. Feels like you’ve had your eyes shut the whole time.  
Rain patters lightly on the car.  
Panorama man looks at sun then at me. My cover is blown.  
Man with red jumper and white beard (Santa on vacation?) stands while his Jack Russell beats the grass with 
his back legs.  
They walk past me.  
She hasn’t a beard it’s a white polo neck!  
I smile thinking of how I’d be rubbish in a witness statement. Everyone would be on the lookout for a Santa look 
alike.  
Santa stands in rain surveying the bay  
Santa walks backwards.  
I follow his gaze and see a beautiful rainbow.  
People are my rainbow early warning system. This has happened twice this week.  
Mist sweeps in from across the bay. It looks as though something is changing the opaque setting on a photo.  
View obscured through car side window 
Man takes photo of light illuminated clouds.  
Seagull hovers outside my window shrieking  
More hover. They believe his call promises food.  
Boat in distance lit up in sun  
Pigeons return like tiny aerobatic displays. Reminds me of the pigeons in George’s Perec Paris. We are all the 
same.  
Crows alight on the grass.  
City across the bay lost in haze  
Noisy seagull shrieks making me jump. Chases other away  
A couple. Very tall young man walks past. I wait to hear the conversation for my assignment but they stop 
talking as they pass by.  
Grass glitters in the sun.  
Brighter still  
Radio of panorama man mumbled indiscently. I glance at him.  
Lady in bright yellow jacket  
Screaming seagull meets a contender who screams in discordant harmony  
Panorama man takes another photo    
Couple with dog appear through a mass of crowds  
Yellow jacket lady appears with gleaming white bichon fries.  
I blink. All the birds are gone except the one friendly seagull I said hello too.  
Panorama man is looking at me  
Lady picks up dog dirt with a grimace. I don’t blame her.  
City on the horizon appears again.  
Seagulls circle shrieking. One I call Hulk gunners down shouting at everyone. Sounds like me being chased by 
a wasp.  
Panorama man turns his engine on and leaves. I feel slightly sad. He was a part of the story and now he’s 
gone.  
Only the words of this show he was ever there.  

Research - Transcript of Grannies Bay - style of George Perec

Inspired by Georges Perec I decided to spend ten minutes documenting what happened on the seafront. Even 
though the places are different, human activity is in the same. The pigeons of the lake may as well be the pigeons 
of Paris as they follow the same patterns. “Pattern quote” 

I’m sat parked in the bay with the engine off. The radio softly hums. I take my phone out and begin to write. Add a 
little bit of body text
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